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NASI President's Message :

Greetings to all !
Congratulations to all the SI India clubs for the good work you have done in the Soroptimist year 201718. It has been a year to remember, with innovative projects and successful meetings.
The NASI theme for the year 2017-18 is “Educate to enable, leveraging media, information and
communication technologies for advancement”. Education and skill development are essential for
empowering and enabling women to lead an independent and self-sufcient life. It helps them
increase their self-esteem; think and understand things for themselves; work hard to support
themselves; stop asking for permission from others; be more assertive; be nancially independent;
spend time with other people and communicate well.
The NASI theme aims at projects imparting skills to women that they could use to earn a livelihood. Skill development
is the aim. Gender equality is the focus of the theme. SI India clubs should study the challenges and opportunities in
achieving gender equality and the empowerment of rural women and girls. As most of the SI India clubs are situated in
urban and semi-urban locations, we must also study the unique challenges and opportunities in achieving gender
equality and empowerment for urban women and girls.
This year SI India will take to media, information and communications technology to impact women and use it as an
instrument for the advancement and empowerment of women. The NASI projects for 2017-18 are Skill Development
Projects; Education Projects, Adult Literacy Projects; The Green Canopy Project; Project : M O R E and Project
COMMUNICATE.
We look forward to workshops that will enable SI India members undertake and participate in the NASI projects and
theme. Congratulations once again to all the SI India clubs and special commendations to club Presidents and their
teams for working well. Well done Ranjana for good newsletters ! Kudos to the NASI India Committee that has worked
well together and taken SI India forward. I thank SIGBI President Ann Hodgson and her team for all the support and
look forward to working with SIGBI President Elect Sue Biggs in the coming year.
I wish every SI India member a happy, peaceful and fruitful Soroptimist year ahead.
Lata Krishnan
NASI Presient (2016 - 2018)
Editors Note :
It is a moment of pleasure for me to place before you the Second Edition of the NASI Newsletter.
Since June 2016 till date different SI clubs have made huge strides in manifold ways that has raised
the spirit of Soroptimism giving a true meaning of Service to Society. Members have come forward
involving themselves in the excellent women empowerment projects and be applauded by SIGBI
bringing honour and appreciation for NASI. To make all this happen, members have respected the
idea that it is Education that plays a paramount role in any development catering to the well being of
humanity. Education brings forth wisdom that begets Peace on Earth and imparts the best of
knowledge and skill for human sustenance. Hence NASI theme 'Educate to Empower' rightfully
fullls its mission.
Congratulations Naina!!
SI International president Marriet has chosen WATER AND WOMEN as her theme. It lls me with joy and pride to
announce that SIGBI has appointed Naina Shah to be the SIGBI liaison representative on the committee. Naina will be
representing the Federation and work across continents. The committee will have one representative from each
Federation with the task of identifying appropriate projects in each continent.The funds will be raised across
Federations. Naina will also be at different forums where SI is presenting at the United Nations.

Ranjana Banerjee
Communication Ofcer (2016 - 2018)

Work-shop on “PROGRAMME ACTION at Kodaikanal International School.
The Workshop conducted by the NASI PAC, Nisha Ghosh, was very informative especially
because of the correlation established between the 17 UN SDG's and the SI club projects of NASI.
NASI INDIA
PROJECTS AND ADVOCACY
ADVOCACY IN THE CONVENTIONAL INTERPRETATION
Programme Focus Areas
Food Security Education Elimination of violence Economic Empowerment
Health Environmental sustainability, water and sanitation
Conict resolution, peace promotion Disaster mitigation and relief
Advocacy used in Projects---Speaking for those who cannot..... Through social and economic disadvantage
Through disability Through disenfranchisement Through isolation………
Advocacy used in Projects---Enabling others to follow the pathway...
Empowering women and girls so that they can then speak for
themselves taking the necessary action
Clearing the pathways and better understanding through
Training Mentoring Workshops
SI AND SIGBI PROGRAM FOCUS
1. Lifelong Learning Oppurtunities 2. Economic Empowerment
3. Violence Against Women & Girls / conict Resolution
4. Health Care 5. Environment Sustainability
Ongoing Projects of Clubs in India Related to SDGs
Economic Empowerment  Food Security  Health Care Lifelong Learning Oppurtunities
Gender Equality Environment Sustainability

Soroptimist International will be a global voice for women and girls.
Objectives: Increase Soroptimist advocacy at the global level.
Increase the international visibility and prole of Soroptimist International
Club projects are linked with the different SDG’s
SDG GOAL 1- POVERTY

SDG GOAL 2- HUNGER

SDG GOAL 3- HEALTH

SDG GOAL 4- EDUCATION

SDG GOAL 5- EDUCATIONGENDER EQUILITY

SDG GOAL 6- WATER

SDG GOAL 7- SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

SDG GOAL 8- ECONOMY

SDG GOAL 9- SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRILIZATION

SDG GOAL 10- REDUCE INQUALITY

SDG GOAL 11- INCLUSIVE CITIES

SDG GOAL 12- SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION & PRODUCTION

SDG GOAL 13- URGENT ACTION SDG GOAL 14- CONSERVE
SEA & MARINE LIFE
ON CLIMATE CHANGE

SDG GOAL 15- PROJECT
SDG GOAL 16SDG GOAL 17- STRENGTHEN
ENVIRONMENT & BIODIVERSITY INCLUSIVE SOCIETIES
GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP

FRIENDSHIP LINK was conducted by the
SIGBI Friendship Link Coordinator, Zarreen Babu.

WHAT are FRIENDSHIP LINKS?
•Linking and making friends with all the Soroptimists ladies you know
WHY have FRIENDSHIP LINKS
• Friendship Links are vital to all Soroptimist Clubs.
They are the key to the International Soroptimist world.
WHAT to do with FRIENDSHIP LINKS?
•
Share in Joint Programme Action Projects
•
Get to know the life of other clubs
•
Support new developing clubs
•
Appreciate different cultures
•
Establish warm friendships
•
Visit and exchange programmes
•
Enjoying holiday contacts
•
Take part in Special Events
•
Offer hospitality, house exchange etc.
•
Share good practice i.e. running club meetings
So WHERE to SEARCH for FRIENDSHIP LINKS?
•
In your own country
•
From your own Federation
•
From other Federations
•
At informal meetings e.g. holiday acquaintances
•
At conferences, conventions and federation events
•
From information in websitess and friendship link newsletters
•
In established town/city twinning.

How to be a good Friendship Link Correspondent
Friendship is the underlying factor of all linking of Clubs so
communication between the links is obviously most important.
How often should you write1. quarterly, or twice a year. Of this one can be during season’s
greetings time.
2. When you update your website- send the link.
3. When you have a newsletter- denitely put the link on your mailing
list.
What should you write about?
• Your Programme Action
• About how you planned your Grant of Friendship – share ideas.

SIBC celebrated International Day of the
Girl Child on 13th October 2017 in
collaboration with their Friendship Link
Club, SI of Amounderness, UK with a visit
to Prerana, a shelter at Kharghar, Mumbai,
that works for girls exposed to trafcking.
Andrea Sinnot, Executive Committee
member of SI of Amounderness
represented the Club and handed over the
friendship link certicate.

In fellowship with S.I. Interlaken, Switzerland members
Kati Jansen and Karen.

On 6th of June, 2017, Nupur Basu of S.I. Calcutta was invited by Kati Jansen and Karen of S.I. Interlaken Switzerland
for lunch at Hotel Stella . Nupur was overwhelmed by the warm welcome she received from the ladies .Käti is a retired
school teacher and Karen is a orist, who had closed her shop and had joined during lunch hour. There was an
exchange of notes regarding the work done by both the clubs. Nupur gave them brochures on the 10 projects of her
club, out of them 3 ongoing and the annual report She had carried a copy of Gitanjali by Gurudev Rabindranath
Tagore (translation in English), Costume Jewellery and an embroidered purse as gifts. The poet had received Nobel
prize for this collection of poems. The hosts (S.I.Interlaken)spoke of a fundraising event where they had sold tulips,
grown in their own garden. It was an exciting experience having Soroptimist
fellowship in a foreign land.
Membership Drive :
As an endeavour to increase memberships across the country the following initiative
was implemented.
With the support and help of Lisa Roscoe, SIGBI Communications Ofcer, a
Facebook advertisement was launched to attract new members from India.

In early 2017, SIGBI launched a membership drive through a Facebook advertisement , and received 96 responses
from India. Out of these, 23 were from Kolkata. In April 2017, NASI Membership and Extension Ofcer Rema
Ramachandran wrote to all clubs in India to invite the interested ladies from their city for meetings to introduce them to
Soroptimism. A joint meeting was held by SI Calcutta and SI South Kolkata on 17th June 2017 for the purpose.
The Soroptimist Prayer was followed by a welcome address by Meenakshi Ray, President , SI Calcutta. The 10 guests
were then invited to introduce themselves. There were power point presentations by Savita Jagtiani, President , and
Bijli Mallik of SI South Kolkata with relevant information on the goals and activities of Soroptimist International, SIGBI,
NASI as well as a brief introduction to both local SI clubs and their projects.

Programmes Preceeding NASI EC/AGM
ROAD SHOW SKITS - EDUCATE TO EMPOWER
The main object behind conducting these street plays was to create awareness amongst the local people regarding
prevailing social issues relating to the need for educating the girl-child and women empowerment.

The road show procession by Soroptimists walking with different placards and festoons shouting enthusiastically
to draw the attention of the people in the crowded streets, to make them aware of their cause. 'EUCATE TO
EMPOWER”.
The morning's programme conducted with Soroptimist members walking from the venue of the morning's programme
to the Kodaikanal Club, with different placards and festoons in their hands, shouting enthusiastically to draw the
attention of the people in the crowded streets, to make them aware of their cause.

NASI EC / AGM

Release of NASI Newsletter

Speech on Bio-Diversity by Chief Guest

You are on purpose' the Biblical line addresses all creations on the earth including
the humans. Bio-diversity is a given in in the order of things. The Tamils have recognized the wisdom of living in
harmony with all creations of God. Hence the prayer:
“You are the sky.

You are the earth.

You are the wind. You are the light.

You are the truth. You are the nothing. You are the lord.

You are the mover.

No words could I nd to praise you my Lord!!”
Hills and mountains, rivers and oceans, all living organisms, all human beings—all are manifestations of the Creator.
Hence it is imperative that we the human beings shall live in a harmonious relationship with the universe.
The reality today unfortunately is different. Global 2000 Revisited – What Shall We Do? The Critical Issues of the
21st Century by Gerald O' Barney of the Millennium Institute, a book of essays published in 1993 paints a grim
picture of planet earth in the 21st century. Some of the ndings are alarming.
•

The global population increases 90 million a year.

•

By 2015 hundreds of species will become extinct.

•

Expansion of arable lands will lead to loss of habitat for hundreds of species

The book laments the lack of moral values essential for global action.
There is a war – we can call it the III WW – a war between Man and Nature.A war between agriculture and all living
organisms. It's time to wake up.
It's time to save the diversity of nature. It's time to discover divinity in every creation of God.
As a Red Indian song goes,
“ Before me, Beauty, Behind me Beauty, Below me Beauty.
Above me Beauty, Around me Beauty, May I speak Beauty,
May I walk in Beauty. Always.

Beauty I am.

All is resored to Beauty. All is restored to Beauty. All is restored to Beauty.”
Let's live in harmony with nature and save the planet.
Prof. R. Nedumaran
Vice-Principal,
Kodaikanal Christian College,
Kodaikanal.
Important highlights of NASI EC / AGM


NASI project Green Canopy taking the NASI theme of the year “Educate to Empower” forward.



The SIGBI Authorities have accepted the amendments made to the NASI Bylaws conrmed by the SIGBI
President, Ann Hodgson.



Membership can be raised by inviting and respecting the participation of members in all the club projects..



Release of the NASI Newsletter by President Lata and Communication Ofcer Ranjana



Website upgradation

Resolution was adopted that :


If NASI receives any grant from SIGBI for Organizational Development,Grant the NASI of India would also have to
pay a matching amount, equivalent to the sum of 200 Great Britain Pounds



NASI has applied for PAN to the Income-Tax Dept.



Cultural programme by The C.S.I. Rehabilitation Centre,caters to children with different disabilities getting quality
rehabilitation services focusing on Education, Employment, Empowerment and Environment.

The Secretary also requested all the Soroptimist Clubs of India to hand over or mail the following documents to her for
the purpose of NASI Records.
1. A Copy of the Memorandum of Association of each of the registered Soroptimist Clubs in India.
2. A Copy of the Membership Returns that each of the Soroptimist Clubs in India has sent to SIGBI, this year.
3. A Copy of the Club Constitution or Club Rules of each of the registered Soroptimist Clubs in India, or any other
related documents.
4. A Copy of the Charter Certicate, issued by SIGBI, to each of the registered Soroptimist Clubs in India.

Samantha Abraham is currently working with an organization called International Justice Mission in
Delhi, where she supports an amazing team as they work with the government to rescue and
rehabilitate people from labour trafcking and hold perpetrators accountable. Human Rights and
empowerment has been her interests since she was in school and has learnt about women
empowerment by being actively engaged in her work.
Aware that much of our work is founded on the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, particularly
educating people on health, equality and economic empowerment she is a rm believer that while
NGOs have a crucial role in support and relief for people in dire situations, education and awareness
can go so much further in sustaining empowerment, It is that focus on sustainability that she
identies herself with.
According to Samantha she personally thinks that the key to that sustainability and empowerment is
as per UN SDG number 16. The success and sustainability of every other goal hangs on #16: Peace, Justice and Strong
Institutions.
Educating underprivileged societies and women in particular, is indeed a form of power. It opens them up to new worlds of
opportunities, of health, and of safety. The kind of impact that knowledge can have not only on the people one is working
with, but the generations that follow is incredible. And the reason this is true, that knowledge is power, is that it chips away at
people's vulnerability. When people are given access to quality medical care and taught about its importance, it reduces
their vulnerability to illness and disease. When communities are taught about gender equality, it reduces the vulnerability of
their daughters to discrimination. When women are instructed about economic empowerment, it reduces their vulnerability
to dependence and exploitation.
Samantha opines that the world we live in a has a far more constant and pervasive vulnerability that the poor and
underprivileged have to face – the vulnerability to violence. They are not protected by the systems that are meant to protect
them, and therefore, everything they have can be taken away from them in an instance of violence and nobody will be held
accountable.
Samantha's interest in Human Rights began in school. She was a volunteer at an orphanage in Dindigul throughout high
school and it was at the end of these 4 years of spending time with some very special children where she learnt the history of
one of the young girls with whom she had developed a special friendship. The girl had watched her mother be brutally raped
and murdered, and her father murdered as well, all when she was only 4 years old. The village knew who did it, they were
wealthier men who lived nearby, but nobody had the time or resources to pursue the case in court. Samantha works for a
wonderful organization in Delhi called Counsel to Secure Justice, where they offer services for minor victims of sexual
assault in the city. There was a slum where an NGO had recently built communal toilets – a wonderful effort, which is so
important for a community's hygiene and safety. It just so happened that when a young mother was at one of these toilets that
she returned home to nd her young 3-year old daughter being raped by a man. As it happens, this case had eye witness
testimony, a strong victim statement and even DNA evidence. However, the defense was oddly condent throughout the
duration of the case, for some reason. Everything seemed to be going well, until the DNA specialist testied and the test
came back negative, there was no match. The case was dropped. What had happened? The accused had paid off the DNA
specialist weeks earlier.
The system doesn't work equally for the poor, it protects those who can pay to be protected. How then, can development
efforts effectively and sustainably empower the poor? If we build schools but girls are afraid to walk to them because they
could be raped, if we skill people for labour but they are still vulnerable to exploitation by wealthier sections of society, then
have we really done our best?
The truth is, those of us in this room live in a different world from the people we seek to empower. It's a world where if we call
the police, they will come. If we report a crime, they will le a charge. And if we want justice from a court, we are innitely more
likely to get it.
In her concluding remarks, Samantha expressed her honour to be invited by NASI.She left us with a thought and hope that
will enrich our efforts. She proposed that as we continue our excellent work on poverty, health and equality and seek to
educate people and empower vulnerable women, we need to consider how we can simultaneously address the underlying
and constant vulnerability that the underprivileged face. Whether it is by educating them on their rights, or offering any
support they may need to engage with the justice system, or even bridging the gap and educating our local law enforcement
ofcials on what we learn about the societies that we serve and support anything that can help ensure the success of goal
#16 will add to the sustainability of all the other goals we work toward. Education is empowerment, no doubt – and peace,
justice and strong institutions will help protect that empowerment for generations to come.
Samantha Abraham
Regional Manager, Strategy & Execution
INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE MISSION®
New Delhi, India

83rd SIGBI CARDIFF CONFERENCE 2017

A plaque near Cardiff Bay, Bute Docks says, “In this city was born a king who gave his people dreams and songs to sing”
and so it was the gathering over 1000 delegates at the 83rd SIGBI Conference. Music dominated the opening ceremony
as well as when the curtains came down.
The FPAC of Thursday morning was replaced by a newly formatted FPAC Forum where the programme team were to
interact closely with their cluster countries. There were excellent presentations rst by SI director of Advocacy Pat Black
on the idea Local to Global-bringing in simple terms the process and signicance of connecting club projects to the UN
and the SDGs. Friendship Link Coordinator Zarreen Babu stressed the need to reach out Across the Miles. A
presentation on PA and Publicity focussed on ways to stay in the public eye. The post lunch session gave time for group
exercise on Project Planning -with the Kori project being the example.
The Grand opening in the evening began with Welsh songs with a local lad Aaron Pyrce Lewis who happens to be a
Soroptimist's grandson. The ofcial welcome was the parade with the country ags by the girls guides. President Ann
stepped up and led the way by declaring the Cardiff Conference open. Friday morning saw the focus on the White
Ribbon Campaign with Michael Kaufman as the keynote speaker, followed by presentation of projects of the same.
Three More presentations related to violence against women, were followed by Rebecca Lewis of Plan International
presentation 100 Million Girls. SI Bombay Chembur's lm SHE was watched with interest, as was the Burning Need
from SI Kodaikanal. The AGM occupied afternoon session and followed by a presentation by Siew Yong Gnanalingam
the SI Convention Chair of the KL Convention 2019. Membership Matters saw SI Bombay Chembur grabbed the Best
Photo award.
Saturday Morning began with a roar as Mandy Hickson former RAF pilot was the keynote speaker. Her humour, her
presentation and the energy of her personality quite bowled the audience. Two panel discussions -Young Voices, Our
Future, and Modern Slavery and Trafcking had the soroptimists glued to their seats. This was followed by the Best
Practice Awardsprogramme. The nominees sat on the stage while the APDs announced the winners. Indian Clubs had
ve nominations from all categories and SI Madurai managed to win for their environment project.
The formal change of Insignia took place and we have a new President Susan Biggs. The Welsh Phil Dando Band
delighted with their songs as we followed our Soroptimist dreams to Empower Today to Enable Tomorrow.
Nisha Ghosh
APD- Violence and Conict Resolution.
SIGBI- Federation

SI Advocacy Director PAt Black
talks of the SDGs.

The Grand Opening- arrival of the Flags

President Ann delivers her nal speech
before the change of Insignia.

Over to you SueWelcome President Sue Biggs.

Friday afternoon -the all important AGM.
All Directors on stage.

Handing over the SIGBI Flag
for the next Conference

Glimpses of Cardiff Conferrence : October 26-28, 2017

Certicate of Award to SI Madurai
“Green Umbrella Miyawaki Way of Afforestation.

SI members Ayushi Kundu, Zareen Babu,
Naina Shah and Anuradha Pradeep.

APD Nisha and Naina receive
Madurai Award from SIGBI President

SIGBI APD’s Nisha Ghosh
and Naina Shah

Nisha Ghosh with the Award.

APD Nisha Ghosh’s Presentastion.

FRIENDSHIP LINK AT THE CARDIFF 83rd SIGBI CONFERENC

The Friendship Link table at the Conference was full of activity. Manning it at all breaks was a colossal task but a lot of fun
meeting everyone. Members came to meet their out of town Friendship Links, signed the register so I could see how many
attended, lled out the form wanting new friendship links, turned in gifts and knitted stuff they had for other clubs and signed
Friendship Link Certicates with their Friendship Links. Anuradha, President of SI Bangalore also managed to sell a few of her
books promoting Meru Women’s Garden Project at the table and APD Naina made it a point to receive her award there from a
club she had helped promote educational information. She is hopeful of forming a Friendship Link with them.
Clubs including the FL coordinator of SISWP Federation sent in newsletters for people to read, which were posted on the
board. I distributed instructions to take away on how to nd FL information on SIGBI website which I am attaching here. Being
a Friendship Link Coordinator is a very busy post but very interesting as well. Do consider it when the time comes. I was
pleased at the opportunity to give a presentation on Friendship Links at the FPAC meeting. Friendship Link Coordinators
please contact me at sigbifrlinkz2016@gmail.com if you wish to avail of that presentation.
FINDING FL FORMS & NEWSLETTERS
ON SIGBI website
Log into SIGBI.org and click on Members
Click on Clubs under Information and Documentation
Click on Friendship Links under Sub Page
FINDING YOUR FRIENDSHIP LINK CLUBS on SIGBI Website
Log into SIGBI.org and click on Members
Log in With your last name and member no
Select the blue box at the bottom of the page that says - Search Membership and Programme Data Base
Click on Club Search from the menu bar
Enter your club name in the Search box
Click on view below the map
Select friendship links from the menu barCk and if changes required email me at Sigbifrlinkz2016@gmail.com

